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Salutations to one and all,
As we begin another Scottish Rite year, I find myself reflecting on what
was accomplished in 2013 and the challenges before us for 2014.
As we learn in Masonry, we are constantly working on building or rebuilding our “Temple”. This can mean many things. Does it mean adding
17 new Brothers to our ranks over the course of the year through our
traditional class, condensed class and Brothers completing their journey
with us from previously started classes? Does it mean we should keep
our membership recruiting and retention efforts at the top of the priority
list and involve more Brothers and Blue Lodges in our degrees, and look
at innovative ways to bring our message to Brothers in the remote areas
of our Valley? Does it mean continuing the process of establishing a
Foundation to provide a tax favorable situation for the Temple and the
solicitation of the funds needed for our capital improvements? Does it
mean we should continue to support the charitable efforts of our
Childhood Language Disorder clinic? I say it means all this and more……..
Following our Reunion Banquet, we will commence with the Lodge of
Perfection Degrees on the 9th of January. The Duluth Lodge of Perfection
looks forward to bringing the first set of degrees to our newest class of
candidates. If you have not witnessed the degrees, or shared some
fellowship with your Scottish Rite Brethren in a while, we hope you come
and join us.
We must faithfully perform our duty, stay in the quarries, and continue
to Work and Build. It matters not which Temple, spiritual or literal, we
work on – what matters is that we do it together and with our best
efforts.
Remember, Thursday night is Rite Nite and we hope to see you soon.
Fraternally,
Brian McVean 32° K.C.C.H.
Venerable Master of the Lodge of Perfection
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UP COMING EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
Jan 2 Reunion Banquet/Capping Ceremony **Guest Night
Dinner: Formal Tux / Dark Suit Banquet with Steak & Salmon
$25 Reservations Required
Jan 9

Registration/4° & 5°

Jan 16 6°, 7° and 8°
Jan 23 9°, 10°, 11°
Jan 30 Blue Lodge Guest Night **Guest Night
All Meals Will Be Catered and Subject to Change - Reservations Are Required
By Calling 218-722-2420 OR Emailing at dulscottrite@callta.com

On
November 24,
2013 Brother
Stan Copisky
received
his white hat
at a ceremony
given by his
Brethren at the
Masonic Center
on Lake Avenue.
Stan is not able to
travel far
anymore,
so his brothers
brought the
ceremony to him.
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Beloved
Should auld acquaintance be forgot, And never brought to mind?
As we pass from the darkest days of the winter solstice to the growing light
of the spring, I would like to take a moment to gather you near, my Brothers
and friends, and tenderly reminisce about a beloved husband, father,
grandfather, and friend to many: Lawrence V. Oakes III.
I first met Larry many years ago on the level; in the halls of Glen Avon Lodge
where he masterfully portrayed King Solomon and raised me to the sublime
degree of a Master Mason. Much like the mythos surrounding Solomon,
Larry’s ever-youthful face belied a deeply rooted wisdom and integrity
behind his penetrating blue eyes. Many will recall his introspective retelling
of a fender-bender he had in a parking lot. Upon departing, there were no
witnesses, yet Larry turned around and went back. He left a note with his
name, number, and apology because that is how a good man, more especially
a Mason, should act.
Larry endeavored, better than most, to live his life upright before the world
and gave of himself generously and tirelessly. Although I am a science guy,
he encouraged and mentored my coarse writing as former editor of Duluth
Valley’s Scottish Rite Newsletter, and rekindled a love of literature by
coercing me into his “Burt Reynolds Literary Cell” or rather book club to the
profane. Ever self-effacing, Larry was immeasurably perceptive and a giant of
a writer. His story on “the lost youth of Leech Lake”, is just one among
many highlights in his long and stellar writing career.
Masonically, his mind was a marvel as well. He was one of the few who
committed the 2nd degree staircase lecture, over 3,300 words, to memory and
with such a distinguished delivery. Given that much of the material is about
architecture, I often teased him that those words and ideas translated into
home improvement projects over the years. I can just hear him, seemingly
mumbling to himself at home, over a “superficies” or how “the architect is
enabled to construct his plans and execute his designs” as he restarts the
circular saw.
Honestly, like many who love him, I have not truly faced losing Larry. Pastor
and Past Master of Kadosh, Darrell Kyle, astutely counselled that each time
we unexplainable lose a loved one; we are reminded of all the others in our
past and those wounds never truly heal. Perhaps I, like many of us in a postmodern era, have been conditioned to see death as unnatural. As Americans,
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we are born in an age, gratefully, where such losses are often foreign except
for those directly active in protecting our freedoms. Such an uncanny reality
supports an irrational longing for yet another chance, for me, to reconnect with
Larry… one more literary masterpiece for us to read and discuss or another
philosophical discussion between sips of Lagavulin and his trademark puns.
”What is life? It is a flash of a firefly in the night. It is the breath of a buffalo in
the wintertime. It is the little shadow which runs across the grass and loses
itself in the sunset.” ~ Crowfoot; Chief of the Siksika First Nation’s final words
I recall deliberating with Larry upon Marcus Aurelius’ sage wisdom in the
movie Gladiator: “Death smiles at us all, but all a man can do is smile back.“
Through the echoes of history, the Roman emperor reminds us all that
regardless of how resilient, intelligent, powerful, or influential we think we
are, there are forces beyond our ability to understand, much less control.
Though we admire nature’s curves and beautiful proportions, we
compulsively force our artwork into rectangular picture frames. We continue
to build our homes plumb and square….little boxes on the hillside.
Science has given us bountiful data about how to mend and repair our
physical bodies; however, the discipline often falls short in understanding
and healing the mind and spirit. Depression remains a dark and cryptic fog
that many families face especially around the holidays. It pains me to think
how I may have failed my friend and Brother. Larry gave so much to others
that I fear he left little for himself. Yet, charity extends beyond the grave
through the boundless realm of eternity.
Each day is a new opportunity for us all to reach out and make a difference as
individuals and as a part of a community. On the evening of February 7th,
the Oakes family is celebrating the formation of the “Larry Oakes Journalism
Scholarship,” http://www.giving.umn.edu/giveto/oakes , at the Kitchi Gammi
Club. Please consider saving this evening to join to together and celebrate the
hallmark of Larry’s passion. By supporting his Northshore legacy and spirit
in future journalists, we help dispel the darkness engulfing his loss and
continue to rekindle our memories of his remarkable life.
For auld lang syne, my dear, For auld lang syne,
We'll tak a cup of kindness yet, For auld lang syne!
David J. Vosen
32° K.C.C.H.
Wise Master of Rose Croix
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Class of 2013 Black Hat Recipients

Andy Angell
Jesse Beasley
Richard Bergsrud
Kevin Connor
Kenneth Cowan
Randy Crestik
Sam Firoozi
Brian Freseman
Daniel Heintz
҉

Tadd Johnson
Adam Lang
Martin Meldahl
Scott Nelson
John Spiering
Nathan Towslee
John Vidmar
Nathaniel Wilkinson

҉
҉
҉
҉
Brothers Whom Have Laid Down Their Tools in 2013
(In order of Notification)

Hage, Martin M
Oakes, Lawrence V
Ramquist, Daniel T
Anderson, Bruce E
Stromgren, Roy W
Radjenovich, Milton
Teschner, Gust C
Rich, Joseph A
Paulu, Gordon R
Foster, Elmer G
Wiiliainen, Henry D
Larson, Loren W
Stewart, Earl J

Mayer, Milton L
Christianson, Lawrence R
Schnuckle, William R
Sjogren, John W
Voorhees, Ralph W
Wright, Arthur L
Romanowski, Frank E
Sandberg, Dave M
Fulton, Lawrence A
Johnson, Roy R
Anderson, William M
Allen, Thomas J
Fox, Gary A
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The Mason's Wound and the Mason's Wind
by Ed Halpaus, MPS - Grand LEO
Excerpts from Unedited Document - Grand Lodge of Minnesota
Masonic Ritual A.F. & A.M.
Bro. Halpaus begins by discussing a meeting in St. Cloud where there was a
Scottish Rite speaker from Louisiana who spoke about sending non-verbal
reminders to a Brother is they saw him going astray. Do we need to have a
means of “Reminding a Brother about how a Mason should act if he needs
good counsel?” So the guest speaker did. “Catch the eye of their brother, and
just use their one hand to reach over and touch their opposite arm just above
the elbow as a reminder to stop and think about his words or actions.
Bro. Halpaus found in Mackay’s, a gesture called a Mason’s Wound” and
“Nicolai” in his appendix “Essay on the Accusations Against the Templars” says
in its 18th Century dictionary: “The Masons Wound. It is an imaginary wound
above the elbow, to represent a fracture of the arm occasioned by a fall from
an elevated place.”
The gesture came about because the Royal Society, which held open meetings
and the Society of Freemasons, private meetings. Nicolai says in those days
Freemasons were devoted to the king and opposed Parliament. After King
Charles I, died in 1649, the royalists, uniting and fearing to be known as such,
joined the Freemasons for the purpose of concealing their own identity.
Knowing of the good intentions of the Freemasons, the Royal Society and
Freemasons devised some private signs and modes of recognition by which
friends of royal caused might be able to distinguish each other from their
enemies. Oliver Cromwell died and son Richard, abdicated. Because of this a
new device and a new sign developed as stated above. It eludes to help a
Brother get back on track.
Now what is a Masonic Wind? The Masonry Defined Book says, “At the
building of King Solomon’s Temple, the Mason’s Wind was said to blow
favorably when it was due east and west because it was calculated to cool and
refresh the men at labor.”
Submitted by
John M. Glendenning, Jr 32°
Master of Consistory
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Ronald A. Seale, 33°
Sovereign Grand Commander
of the Southern Jurisdiction
Jerry B. Oliver, 33°
Sovereign Grand Inspector General
in the Orient of Minnesota
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